
SAN FRANCISCO CITY AND COUNTY

EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT SYSTEM

GLOBAL CUSTODY AND SECURITIES LENDING RFP

Submitted Questions from Interested Bidders

1) Will SFERS entertain alternative third-party securities lending arrangements?

(unbundling lending and cash collateral re-investment component, or by asset

class?).

SFERS will review all proposals and alternative type lending arrangements considered

favorable to our beneficial owners with a focus on risk management and mitigation of risks.

SFERS reserves the right to accept or reject offers that would expose SFERS and participants

to undue risk, costs, and oversight burden.

2) Will SFERS consider extending the RFP deadline?

The deadline for the RFP responses is January 29, 2016. No extension to the deadline.

3) Please confirm the securities lending estimate is for the 12 months ended 12/31/14.

Correct. The securities lending estimate is for 12 months ending December 31, 2014.

4) GASB 72 is not listed as a disclosure requirement in the RFP. Will SFERS have its

own solution for Level Determination reporting?

GASB 72 is a requirement and reporting solutions around completion of this report is essential

to SFERS.

5) Does the 12 point font size requirement apply to both the provided RFP questions and

our response, or just our response?

The 12 point font is required for all responses to RFP questions to make the evaluation of the

RFP easier for all participants. This, however, does not require a proposer to change the font

size of a historical document that is being included as an exhibit – an example being a research

paper.

6) With regards to providing an electronic copy, will a USB be acceptable instead of a

CD-R?

USB is acceptable.



7) Would the San Francisco Employees’ Retirement System be interested in a brief

description of our firm’s Futures Execution and Clearing offering?

Information presented should be related to the RFP, unless it is a service that would be

complementary to the core services sought by SFERS. Relevant supplemental information may

be included.

8) Are you currently funding any impaired legacy assets with loans from securities

lending? If yes, will you wish to transition the legacy assets to the new provider and

could you please provide a list of securities?

There are no impaired assets held from securities lending.

9) Does the 12-point font size requirement apply to both the RFP questions and the

responses, or only the responses?

See Question #5.

10) Would you please provide a copy of Appendix H?

Thank you for bringing this to our attention. The reference to Appendix H in pages 63 and 66

should be Appendix G – Current Investment Guidelines for Securities Lending.

Foreign Exchange:

11) Can you please provide the annual spot FX volume (USD$ Equivalent) by market for

the FX activity that is currently executed through the custodian?

Information requested will not be provided in this stage of the RFP process. As disclosed in the

RFP page 54 of 111, 3rd Party FX (non-custody) volume is 9,356 and Custody FX volume is

3,969. Thus, 30% of FX transaction volume is through the custodian bank. SFERS’ investment

managers are not required to execute FX through the custody bank and this practice will

continue.

12) Do you plan to have the custodian execute the FX for non US alternative transactions

such as funding for capital calls?

Yes. The custodian would be a critical partner in capital calls.

13) Are there any special pricing arrangements in place with the current custodian as it

relates to their custody FX product? If so, please describe.

See Question #11.



Investment Information Services:

14) Is the look through product you are seeking required for calculation of returns,

exposure or both?

Given our commitment to both traditional and alternative investments (private markets and

absolute return), we would like to understand your ability to provide look through (transparency

services) capabilities for both exposure monitoring and oversight, including return calculations.

15) Are you interested in receiving both fixed income and equity characteristics?

Yes.

16) In what asset classes are you looking for performance (public, private assets, real

estate)?

All of the above.

Securities Lending:

17) Can you please provide an updated holdings file that adds the security identifier to

the report?

The Asset Identifier is listed in the spreadsheet provided with the RFP. In the Asset Identifier

field (Column O), the C denotes CUSIP and the S denotes SEDOL. Please refer to the

Addendum #1 of this RFP, which has been posted to SFERS’ website. Additionally, a revised

file, which includes separate columns containing SEDOL, CUSIP, and ISIN is included with this

communication.

Summary Service Requirements:

18) (Custody, pg 5) – What method of plan accounting is SFERS receiving from their

current custodian, allocation methodology, unitization, or other? Are the 4 plans

listed on Overview, pg 3 included in plan accounting?

Plan allocation accounting is not currently being provided by the custodian. SFERS does the

plan level accounting.

19) Related to the internally managed equity and fixed income portfolios, can you please

describe the current process? In your description, can you please include the

following:

a. Can you please provide the provider and name of the current trade platform being

used? Is this platform provided by NT?



The client uses ID Affirm for trading with Northern Trust. For Fixed Income trades, SFERS

faxes trade tickets to the custodian with full settlement instructions.

b. How are the trades transmitted to NT?

The client uses ID Affirm for trading. For Fixed Income trades, SFERS faxes trade tickets to the

custodian with full settlement instructions.

c. Does NT provide SFERS holdings data to the analytics providers (Bloomberg,

StyleResearch etc.)? If so, what is the frequency?

Yes. NT currently provides daily feeds to Style Research and Bloomberg.

d. Please describe any custody/settlement reports you require during the trading day

SFERS uses standard daily reporting templates that are available, such as cash projections,

trade summary, holdings/ assets detail reports, etc.

e. Please describe the pre-trade compliance process that is currently conducted.

The custodian confirm trade details with the client via e-mail once a fax has been received and

uploaded into our Trade Notification system.

Accounting & Reporting:

20) Does SFERS require daily audited valuations, daily unaudited valuations, or monthly

audited valuations for the DB plans?

SFERS require Daily unaudited valuations (daily pricing) and Monthly audited valuations.

21) (Q9, pg 30) – Please provide a sample of “SFERS’s G/L Spreadsheet” or provide the

name of the software used in-house.

The in-house accounting system is Excel spreadsheet driven, wherein staff reviews all

accounting information before uploading to the City records. SFERS cannot release a sample at

this time.

22) As mentioned in question number 3 of Section H, can you please elaborate on your

“rigorous formal monthly reconciliation process”.

There is a manager reconciliation process between custodian and investment managers before

month end audited financials are closed. The recon process needs to be initiated by the

custodian bank utilizing an on-line tool in order to track similarities and differences ranging from

pricing discrepancies to holdings.





Unit Cost Basis:

23) 1 DB Plan is listed on pg 50, but 4 Plan names are listed on Overview, pg 3. Please

confirm (or explain further) that the 4 plans invest in the 1 pool of assets.

All participating plans invest in one pool of assets (Single Pool). Plan allocation reporting is not

provided to SFERS by Northern Trust.

Holding Report:

24) What services is SFERS requesting for Bank Loans?

This is just a general query of your capabilities specific to the custody and transaction

processing of Bank Loans.

Presentation:

25) With regard to the Time and Place for Submission of Proposals on page 10, does the

“maximum length of 125 double sided pages” include the Fee sections?

The Fee Section is excluded from the page requirement.

26) With regard to that same section, do the questions need to be in 12 point font or just

the responses?

See Question #5.

Private Equity and Real Estate:

27) What is the current end-to-end operating model for the private equity & real estate

assets, including cash processing for capital calls/distributions, valuations, and

reporting, between SFERS and 3rd parties (fund managers, custodian, consultants,

administrators)?

SFERS does not currently fully utilize the back office administrative support services of the

custodian to support the alternative investment and real asset sleeves of the portfolio. The

custodian receives statements and notices from GPs to record market values and cash flows for

accounting and performance measurement purposes. The custodian also supports the

processing of capital calls and distributions as per instructions from SFERS staff. SFERS

accounting staff also receive statements from the GPs for the monitoring and accounting of the

alternative investment and real asset portfolios and maintain accounting records internally for

each GP to cross verify the custodian and consultant valuations. SFERS would like to

understand the full capabilities of how your firm can support its alternative investment and real

asset portfolios.



28) We understand SFERS inquiries about alternative asset PE/RE reporting

capabilities. Specific to these assets, please confirm if the following fees should be

included in the bid:

a. Does SFERS require fund-level performance analytics (IRR, vintage year, fund family,

strategy, etc.) reporting?

Yes, IRR is required and currently provided by the custodian. Other performance analytics

related to Private Markets noted in your question are not currently provided as a service by the

custodian, we would like to know the quality and cost for such a service.

b. Does SFERS require ‘transparency/drilldown’ reporting into underlying holdings of

fund investments?

Although not currently provided as a service by the custodian, we would like to know the quality

and cost for such a service.

c. Does SFERS require online document storage for fund documentation?

Although not currently provided as a service by the custodian, we would like to know the quality

and cost for such a service.

d. Does SFERS require access to an online benchmark universe / forecasting tool of

client-agnostic private asset data?

Although not currently provided as a service by the custodian, we would like to know the quality

and cost for such a service.

e. Who (SSM, custodian, consultants/administrators) intends to initiate capital

calls/distribution transactions within an online module?

Currently, SFERS initiates all capital call transactions via fax.

f. What is the vintage year and source of historical cashflows for the private equity and

real estate assets?

SFERS, aided by it private market consultants, has maintained a full history of cashflows at the

individual fund level.

g. Are there any bespoke or custom requirements for the alternative PE/RE assets?

None.



Performance and Risk Measurement:

29) Is performance/analytics/attribution needed on a consolidated level? If so, how many

composites?

Yes. One for each major asset class + 7-10 within each asset class. For example, within US

equities, sub-composites include LC Core, LC Value, LC Growth, Large Cap, SC Core, SC

Value, SC Growth Small Cap and Convertibles. An average of 30 composites are monitored on

an ongoing basis, especially for quarterly performance measurement purposes. We are looking

for proposers to provide their best thoughts on methods for creating value-added performance

information for both investment staff and the members of the retirement board.

30) Is audited security level performance needed?

No.

31) The attached fund list does not list any hedge fund accounts. Can you confirm there

are no current or planned investments in hedge funds?

SFERS expects to start investing in Absolute Return strategies over the next 6 to 12 months.

32) Pg. 6 notes that the current custodian records market values from GPs for

performance measurement purposes – is an IRR calculation being performed, or a

standard benchmark return?

Yes, both IRR and standard time weighted rates of returns for all assets and accounts/groups

are provided by the custodian.

33) Do you have any custom benchmarks for performance? If so, how many?

Yes. Approximately 15 to 20 blended, and custom benchmarks must be maintained for

performance measurement purposes.

Alternative Investments:

34) What is commitment level of alternative investments?

As disclosed in the SFERS Annual Report, during the most recently ended Fiscal Year (June

30, 2015), SFERS committed over $2 billion to a broad mix of Private Equity (including Venture

Capital) and Real Asset partnerships.

Fees/Other:

35) Please list the countries included in the “Multi-National Agencies Region” and the

allocation of each to the total asset value.



The market value attributed to “Multi-National Agencies Region” refers to assets held at

Euroclear. Please see revised Fee Section G provided as a separate attachment.

36) Please list the countries and the breakdown of transactions by country noted in other

international trades for:

“Asia Region”

“Emerging Market Region”

“Europe Region”

“Global Region”

“International Region”

“Multi-National Agencies Region”

“North America Region”

This information is important as transaction and safekeeping charges can vary greatly

between markets.

Transactions attributed to these Regions have been reclassified to reflect transactions by

country based on sub-custodian/depot. Please note that certain domestic transaction volumes

have changed as a result of this reclassification (i.e. for Domestic Depository Trades, Domestic

Non-Depository Trades, Principal Payments, Wires Out, Capital Calls, Options, Futures and

Swaps). Revised volumes and additional details have been provided accordingly. Please see

revised Fee Section G provided containing updated transaction volume information. The

revised Section G has also been added to the RFP section of SFERS’ website.

37) Are we to presume that items with no volumes in Section G. Unit Cost Basis are

services that are not needed? For examples, Independent Derivatives Pricing and

Valuation has no volumes for OTC or non-OTC & FX overlay, therefore this service is

not needed?

Correct. However we would like for you to furnish your unit cost even though there are no

volumes.

38) Data interface with 3rd party providers: Are all of the listed providers in need of

feeds? Are they custom feeds today, or do they receive the information from the

current custodians on-line system today?

All 3rd party providers listed do not get automatic feeds. Fund Consultants, Actuary, External

Auditors, 3rd Party Proxy Voting Services receive standard data feeds or access the custodian’s

online reporting system. For Class Actions, the custodian files for all class action, but does grant

online access to law firms for SFERS. We would like to understand what corresponding costs

for automated data feeds are for each.

39) Trade order management systems – can you please elaborate on what is needed?



SFERS uses ID Affirm for trading with Northern Trust. For Fixed Income trades, SFERS faxes

trade tickets to the custodian with full settlement instructions. We are interested on solutions

that you will be able to provide in terms of TOMS or other platforms available from your firm.

40) The last Paragraph on page 19 states: “Individuals who will perform work for the City

on behalf of the successful Proposer might be deemed consultants under state and

local conflict of interest laws. If so, such individuals will be required to submit a

Statement of Economic Interests, California Fair Political Practices Commission Form

700, to the City within ten calendar days of the City notifying the successful Proposer

that the City has selected the Proposer.”

In what capacity would an individual be considered/deemed a consultant that would need

to file a statement of economic interest?

SFERS does not comment on or provide opinions regarding the potential filing obligations of

proposers. Information on this topic can be found on the website of the California Fair Political

Practices Commission (http://www.fppc.ca.gov/)

41) Conifer has the following question about the RFP posted on December 11 for Global

Custody and Securities Lending Services:

Please elaborate on what is being requested under section K, item 2. Specifically, are

these the fees SFERS is paying directly to vendors of the pension plan such as the

auditors, outside counsel, custodian, and the separately managed account

managers? Or, does this also include the fees paid within and from the private fund

investments held by SFERS, such as the management fees, performance fees, and fund

expenses embedded in the FMV statements received?

Net and Gross of Fees are primarily for investment management fees for traditional asset

mandates. However, we would like to know if we can attribute each fee component to every

portfolio incurring such fees for granularity to both gross and net of fee return calculations.

42) Just confirming that the dates for the estimates are January 1st, 2014 – December 31st,

2014.

Correct. The securities lending estimate is for 12 months ending December 31, 2014.


